
DATA MIGRATION SERVICES

TriMech’s Data Migration Service is for all customers – whether a new or existing SOLIDWORKS PDM system -  adding data to 
their vaults.  We provide the service with varying levels of the Data Migration Service.  These service levels have been fine-tuned 
over many years and hundreds of data migrations, and our toolsets continue to evolve. Our goal is always to provide the highest 
level of service to our customers.

Your data is important, so TriMech has developed proprietary tools and proven practices for data migrations to meet the 
specific and growing needs of our clients.  For example, TriMech employs a programming staff to allow us to react quickly to new 
situations, to create tools in anticipation of new challenges, and to provide a superior migration experience.

When considering the data migration, we offer the following list of the services and features we think are important for a data 
migration process:

• Minimize down time

 ◦ Migration accuracy.  We consistently deliver a 98% success rate for file import, which is well above industry standard
 ◦ Utilize a migration validation process to find issues up-front.
 ◦ Find missing SOLIDWORKS file references before the migration starts
 ◦ Continue the migration when a corrupt file is encountered and continue to migrate subsequent versions of that file.

• Migrate the file history

 ◦ Add the correct User name to the file history and not just the name of the logged in user
 ◦ Work around corrupted file versions and do not completely skip versions and files
 ◦ Store non-data card properties

• Handle multiple revision schemes with one migration

 ◦ Support working copies, as well as multiple schemes (e.g.: Alpha, Alpha-Numeric, etc.)

• Cleanup file properties

 ◦ Fill in missing properties
 ◦ Consolidate properties with inconsistent label (e.g.: description and desc.)

In addition, TriMech is committed to providing detailed feedback during the process, reducing migration time, and preventing 
errors that slow down the process.  

The TriMech Professional Services Team is committed to provide the best possible data migration experience to our customers.  
Contact TriMech Professional Services for additional information about this and other solutions for Data Management, Lifecycle 
Management, and other custom programs.
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DATA MIGRATION SYSTEM - DEFINITION

TriMech Data Migration Systems are designed to empower customers to properly clean and migrate SolidWorks CAD (and other) 
data prior to implementation. Starting with clean, precise data is paramount to a successful implementation of PDM.

A typical customer struggles with maintaining a solid grasp on what the state of their current CAD data is. TriMech recommends 
taking advantage of various tool sets developed by TriMech to perform an analysis of current data and/or PDM/PLMdatabase(s) 
which may contain data that needs to be updated, and recommends working with a TriMech migration specialist to determine 
the best package for their specific needs.

Each DMS system is designed to meet specific needs of customers based on desired results of a migration into the SolidWorks 
PDM system. All DMS service work is performed remotely (unless otherwise specified) as a mentoring based service managed by 
a TriMech DMS Specialist. Work is performed during business hours unless agreed upon by the TriMech DMS Specialist.

DMS ENTRY LEVEL
The Entry level system is designed to meet the basic needs of customers migrating data from Windows Explorer and/or 
SolidWorks Workgroup who desire limited clean-up of their data. The system comes with 32 hours of mentoring/development 
time to be utilized for migration related training, setup, validation and development. Support for basic SolidWorks property/
reference/revision issues is provided as well as limited duplicate name/content clean-up. The system is designed to 
migrateSolidWorks Workgroup in an as-is fashion with limited clean-up.

DMS INTERMEDIATE LEVEL
The Intermediate level system is designed to meet the more advanced needs of customers migrating data from Windows 
Explorer and/or SolidWorks Workgroup who desire advanced data clean-up to insure a solid starting point in the SolidWorks 
PDM system. The system comes with 52 hours of mentoring/development time to be utilized for migration related training, 
setup, validation and development. Support for advanced duplicate name/content/property/reference/revision clean-up. The 
system is designed to migrate SolidWorks Workgroup while allowing for clean-up of historical issues such as lifecycle and 
revision changes.In addition advanced post migration functions such as Sheet format replace, unit of measure update and latest 
version updateare available to the customer. Multiple SolidWorks Workgroup vault support is included.

DMS PROFESSIONAL LEVEL
The Professional system is designed to meet the needs of customers migrating from an existing PDM system and/or data 
from Windows Explorer and/or SolidWorks Workgroup. The system comes with 80 hours of mentoring/development time to 
be utilized for migration related training, setup, validation and development. The system is designed to migration an existing 
PDM system into the SolidWorks PDM system with advanced clean-up. Support for advanced duplicate name/content/property/
reference/revision clean-up. SolidWorks Workgroup while allowing for clean-up of historical issues such as lifecycle and revision 
changes. In addition advanced post migration functions such as Sheet format replace, unit of measure update and latest version 
update are provided to the customer via a complementary license of the toolset.

DMS EXECUTIVE LEVEL
The Executive system is designed to meet the needs of customers migrating from an existing PDM/PLM system and/or data from 
Windows Explorer and/or SolidWorks Workgroup who want the TriMech Service team to handle the migration process from 
start to finish; excluding customer required validation. The system provides an upfront statement of work to provide migration 
definition as well as a custom quote for the deliverable of the migration.
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SYSTEM HOURS
The number of hours not-to-exceed for the level package specified. If additional hours are needed the TriMech DMS Specialistwill 
provide a report of hours used to the client. Administrative hours may be purchased and utilized to complete the remainingwork. 
DMS Executive is a minimum of 120 hours but is quoted as a deliverable and not-to-exceed does not apply.

WINDOWS EXPLORER
A NTFS file store location that contains data to be migrated.

SOLIDWORKS WORKGROUP
A SolidWorks Workgroup VaultData folder that contains data to be migrated.

PDM SYSTEM
Any document management system that contains data to be migrated. Examples are AutoDesk Vault, Agile, Oracle, SmartTeam, 
existing SolidWorks PDM, etc...

PLM SYSTEM
Any lifecycle management system that contains data to be migrated. Examples are TeamCenter, SmartTeam, etc..

DOCUMENT REFERENCES
A link between one or more document(s) created either manually (user defined) or via a programmatic structure from a CAD 
software. SolidWorks Only defines that only references created/maintained in the SolidWorks document types are supported.

DOCUMENT HISTORY
Historical versions of a document created throughout its life. SolidWorks Workgroup defines that only history from SolidWorks 
workgroup sources are supported.

ADVANCED POST MIGRATION ACTIONS
Advanced actions that can be performed by the customer post migration using TriMech provided tool set(s). Supported in PDM 
Professional only.

STATEMENT OF WORK
Documentation that defines the detailed requirements of the project. Post Sale defines that a statement of work will be created 
as the first step of the DMS process. Statement of work hours are pulled from the available project hours. Pre-Sales w/ Quote 
defines that a statement of work will be created and provided along with a quote defining the process before any sale is 
finalized.

TYPICAL TIME FRAME
The typical time frame to complete the associated DMS level. Time frames are directly impacted by the customers ability to 
complete requirements such as remote access, statement of work markups and validation.
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TRIMECH DMS TOOL MATRIX

SOLIDWORKS 
Workgroup

SOLIDWORKS 
XML

TriMech 
DMS

Time/ 
Cleanup Notes

Documents

Rename ● ●

Relocation ● ●

Corruption Repair ● T&C Corrupt Items can be migrated into the PDM system for 
resolution as opposed to failing during runtime as the 
XML import does.

History

Users to Comments ● ● ●

Users to History ● C SOLIDWORKS toolsets show users as admin or logged in 
user that performed the migration.

Accurate Date ● C The accurate historical data is tracked against the history 
action and not just stored as a comment.

Non-Physical Changes ● T&C SOLIDWORKS creates a physical file for all documents 
even if the version/revision was a non-physical metadata 
change.

Revisions

Single Revision Component ● ● ●

Multiple Revision Component ● C

Revision Clean Up ● ● XML supports within the limitation of a single component.

Workgroup Revisions to Versions ● ●

Workgroup Corrupt Revision Repair ● ● XML supports through a large amount of analysis and 
custom development.

Properties

Property Clean Up ● ● XML supports through a large amount of analysis and 
custom development.

Workgroup Model Properties ● ● XML supports through a large amount of analysis and 
custom development.

Populates Non-Data Card Properties ● C SOLIDWORKS toolsets require the data card(s) to have 
every property defined leading to potential missed data.

States

Workflow Simple Mapping ● ● ● Workgroup requires a transition for any lifecycle jump 
that would have existed at any time.

Workflow Complex Mapping ● ●

Dynamic Missing Transition Creation ● T&C Creation of missing transitions to ensure successful 
runtimes.


